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Abstract
Woodpecker damage caused extensive reductions in

strength of 50-foot, class-2 utility poles, the amount depend-
ing on the cross-sectional area of wood removed and its
distance from the apex. Two methods for estimating when
damaged poles should be replaced proved to be conserva-
tive when applied to results of field tests. Such conserva-
tive predictions of falling loads could be used for syste-
matic replacement of damaged poles. Each utility company
would have to balance the cost of timely replacement (with
resultant loss of some serviceable pole life) against the
cost of pole failure and replacement after failure.

WOODPECKERS OFTEN MAKE EXTENSIVE EXCAVA110NS

in utility poles (Rumsey 1970). Poles so damaged
are subject to breakage from lateral loads imposed by wind-
stOm1S; compressive strength is also affected and may be
critical in regions where lines frequently ice over; but it is
likely that most failures ultimately occur in bending. This
paper assesses strength l~ from woodpecker attack 00
southern pine poles and presents two methods for predict-
ing when damage is sufflicient to require replacement of
the poles.

Trigonometric fund:ions were used to convert observed load
to equivalent lateral load. It is reoognized that a. combined
loading situa.tion existed, but the compressive stress wa.s
generally less than 100 psi and therefore wa.s not included
in the calculations.

Circumferential mea.surements were made at the top,
point of loading, groundline, a.nd point of fa.ilure. Dis-
ta.nces from a.pex to groundline, to point of da.mage, a.nd
to point of fa.ilure were reoorded. Woodpecker ca.vities
were relatively uniform in shape (Fig. 1), but the cross-
sectiona.l a.rea. of wood removed mnged from 11.6 to 72.2

percent.

Methods
Eighteen dass-2, 50-foot creosoted southern pine poles

set 7 feet in the ground were broken in place in central
Louisiana during June 1971 t. The poles had been in the
field for 4 years. With the exception of two used as con-
trols, they contained one or more completed nest cavities
or holes with entrance openings at least 3 inches in dia-
meter. Twelve of the poles had been steam-conditioned,
and the other six had been kiln-dried. All had been treated
with preservative to 10 pounds per albic foot.

A cable was attadted 2 feet from the apex (ASTM
Designation D 1036-56) to apply load with a windt
truck. Direction of pull produced tension on the face
that contained the entrance hole to the nest cavity. A
special collar at the groundline prevented the poles from
moving. The rate of loading was 7.5 feet per minute.
The angle of the cable from horizontal averaged 19827'.

Strength of Control Poles
Two poles had no woodpecker damage, and four

failed below the dan1aged portion. These six were there-
fore used as controls. Their maximum fiber stress in
bending (modulus of rupture) averaBed 7,091 psi. The
range was 6,286-8,017 psi, and the standard deviaAion (s)
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was 686 psi. The 95-percent czdusioo limit was calculated
by use of the tabu1ated K for one-aded statistical tolerance
limits (see Table A-7 in Natrella. 1963). By this pr0-
cedure the appropriate K (for n=6) is 3.707, and the 95-
percent czdusioo limit is 7,091 minus Ks. Thus, the
p~ility is 95 percatt that at least 95 percent of the
stress values in the distribtxion from whidt the sample
was drawn exceeded 4,548 psi.

Wood, et al.. (1960) foond that .5.5-foot untreated
southern pine poles broke at 9.0 feet above groondline.
while die majority of smaller poles broke at'l to 3 feet
above ground. They concluded that the diffa:eoce betw~
the large and small poles was due to the rnaYimnm mas
( in a cantilever with the shape of a fmstwn) ocxwring
where the diamd:er is 1..5 times that at point of loading.
Since the .per is greater in longer pOles. the point of
maximum stress is higher frOOl d1e groundline than for
the shorter poles. Figure 2 indicates that the m-Yimt1m
mess in undamaged .50-foot poles of class 2 <XXUrs at a
point 33 feet from the load when the load is applied 2
feet below the apex. In the six poles used as a)Otrols.
average diDnce frOOllO&d point to failure was 33.2 fed:.

ESf"i'~ted LatenllO8Ci Capecity
Information on the 12 poles that broke at a cavity

is summarized in Table 1. Location and size of the
cavities varied widely. and the samples were too few to
pelmit conventional analyses. Instead, an attempt was
made to derive models to inmate when damaged pOles
should be replaced. and the field data served as a check
on the predid:ioo methods.

10 ~ sedion nest cavities reseamle the schemltic
in Figure 3. E-~~ng lateral 1O&d capacity of damaged
poles requires die composite moment of inertia of the
sectJion, location of the centroid, location of the damage,
and the fiber stress in bending at that location. Several
assumptions were made:

1) The poles are fixed in the groond so that they act
as a cantilever widl a b.pered sedion.

2 ) Wood in the cross section is h~~.
3) Laterai load is applied at a point 2 feet below the

apex of the pole.
4) In ~ section the woodpecker nest cavity can be

estimated with a circle (area B in Fig. 3) and a
rectangle (area C in Fig. 3).

- -
IPTc '-PreHn" load estlmatecl by the model to cau.e failure, a. calculated with .Ire.. lo-,.cl adlusted as in a tapered cantilever pole, PIG rep-

resents load calculated with sites. 10'101 adlulted far variation in .,eclflc gravity and arbitrary correction far k-'I and sire.. concentrations.
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-M.19) =-44.45
-5.85) =-32.18idhl -18.a

-76.63

d= =-0.86
88.57

Thus, the centroid of the remeining wood has shifted 0.86
inm away from the center of the pole, i.e., away from the
entrance hole.

To test whether d" db, and t. approximate the cross-
sectional areas of wood actually removed, areas at the
points of breakage were measured in detail. The two sd:s
of values corresponded closely (Table 1, ools. 4 and 5).
with the approxin:l8tions tending to understate the percent-
age of cross sedion destroyed. Maximum difference noted
in the 12 sets of measurements was between an estimate
of 42.8 percent and an actual value of 52.9.

I', /", ~" :/
"" Figure 3. - Model for redudion of moment of inertia. A Is

cros..sedional area before damose, B is area of cavity, C Is area
of entrance hole.

~

Moment of Inertia and Section Modulus
By the parallel-axis theorem (Popov 1968) :

Io=1:+Ad2=Moment of inertia of original section A
about new ceDtroidal axis.

"i:=Moment of inertia of original section about its own
centroidal axis.

d=Distance from the new centroidal axis to centroid
ofA.

r(d.)6 r- 2.8) . .1.:-=-( 1 =1,316.94 in.
M M

Ad'=(I28.81) (-.88)1= 95.12 in..
1. =1,412.06 in."

similarly:
1.=1 of area B about new centroidal axis, or 252.61 in..

and lc=1 of area C about new centroidal axis, or 238.21 in..
and 1~=1.-1.-1o=921.24 in..
By these mlallations, the section modulus (i.e., moment of
inert!ia divided by distance from centroid to extreme fiber)
of the pole at the location of woodpecker dams.ge is re-
duced 38 ~t, from 205.8 in.' to 126.9 in.', with pro-
portionate loss in strength.

Fiber Stress in Bending for Damaged Poles
Woodpecker damage is not restricted to a small

zone; it may occur at almost any height. Moreover, the
wood in a pole rarely is homogeneous f~ bese to top.
Rather, specific gravity decreases with height, and extreme
fiber stress in bending is correspondingly less. Likewise,
the frequency of knots increases and thereby the probability
that zones of exposed grain deviations will appear in the
upper half of machine~peeled poles.

With these varie.tions in mind, two methods are pro-
posed to correlate the maximum fiber stress in bending with
height in the pole; this maximum stress can then be used
in computing the capacity of damaged poles to arty lateral
loads.

5) The woodpecker damage is in the most damaging
posibon on the pole when the load is applied
so that the entrance to the nest cavity is on the
tension or compress.ion face.

6) Tensile strength of wood is equal to oomprcssive

strength.

Standard stress analysis from flexure theory has been
employed (Popov 1968). A woodpecker cavity shifts the
centroidal axis away from the center and reduces the
pole's moment of inertia and section modulus, thereby less.
ening the strength in bending. The following paragr3{'hs
summarize the analysis leading to the values required for
estimating the lateraJ load-carrying capacities of damaged

poles.
Shift of Centroid

Suppose that a class-2 pole 50 feet loog contains a
woodpecker hole 23.5 feet f~om the apex and that the
following measurements are recorded at the point of dam.
age (see Fig. 3 for clarification) :

d.=outside diameter of pole = 12.8 inches

d.=tnside diameter of cavity = 6.6 inches

d.=horizontal width of entrance = 3.25 inches

t.=average thickness of shell on each side of entrance
hole = 1.8 inches

Distance from centroids of areas B and C to cen.
troid of .Ii are, respectlively, d- and d.. Products of (d_)
(B) and (de) (C) are summed and divided by ar5 of
remaining undamaged wood ( .Ii minus ( B + C)). For
the hypothetical pole the results are:

The first method assumes that maX!imum fiber stress
in bending of a pole is related to height in the pole in the
same pattern that maximwn fiber stress is related to height
in the tree. The following equation was therefore used:
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122.292(P) (X)
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where
~o=predicted stress at failure in tapered cantilever

pole at given distance from the apex (psi).

P=load at apex to produce a stress of 4,548 psi at
point of maximum stress located 35 feet from
apex (lb.).

X=distance from apex (ft.).
d=diameter of pole at the desired distance from apex

(in.).
Solving for X=2 gave a stress of 874 psi. and it was as.
sumed that the upper 2 feet of the pole had a constant
stress value of this amount.

A second method made allowance for variation in
speoific gravity with h~ght. The 95-percent exclusion
limit was adjusted from 4,548 psi at the base to 2,650 psi
at the load point. This adjustment corresponds to a linear
redurtion of extreme fiber stress with d~in8 specific
graVlity. Test data (Taras 1965; Kodl 1972, p. 256)
indicate that specific gravity may decrease from 0.60 to
0.35 over a similar distance in the outer growth increments
of a standing southern pine tree. A fwther arbitrary
reduction eqoo to 50 percent at the top was made to adjust
for knots and stress concentrations. Thus, the final
adj\Jstment was n-.de linearly from 4,548 psi at the base
to 1,325 at the load point. Extreme fiber stress at any
given distance from the load point was calaIJeted as:

,.~1,325+78.61 (X)

where

O'so=predicted extreme fiber stress adjusted for spe-
wic gravity, knots, and stress concentrations
(psi).

X=distance from load point located 2 feet from apex
(ft.).

Estimated lateral Load-Carrying Capacity
Given the composite moment of inertia of the section

at the location of damage, the location of the centroid,
and a value for fiber stress as calrolated by the two preced-
ing methods, the load at failure can be estimated fmn the
classic flexure formula for a beam under load:

~CI G'.,I
pyc=- or p-~

12Lc 12Lc

where~

~ or P8G=estimated load at point 2 feet from apex
to cause failure (lb.).

~ or G'lQ:fiber stress in bending (psi).

l=moment of inertia after damage (in.4).

L=distance from load point to damage (ft.).

c=distance from centroidal axis to extreme
fibers (in.).

height in tree and effects of stress roncentrations around
knots and cavities make a margin of safety necessary.

The straight-line method provided a looser fit than
did the method that allowed for stress distribution in .
cantilever beam ( Fig- 4). It will be teCa1led that both
models were based on computation of 95-percent exclusion
limits but that neither had additional factors of safety.
All poles failed, however, at loads higher tb&n thOse in-
dicated by either method.

Such predictions of failing loads may be useful for
systemM:ic replacement of damaged poles. In deciding on
the degree of conservatism desirable, utility CODlp.nies
would have to balance the cost of timely replacement (with
resultant loss of some pole life) against the cost of failure
and replacement in service.
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Accuracy of Stress Estimates
Table 1 (cols. 7, 8, and 9) compares actual loads at

failure with values predicted by the two methods. Both
methods are conservative, but variability of wood with
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